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The 4600 Xtreme is SAGOLA’S top technological expression in bodywork finishing spray guns. 
Smaller, lighter and with optimal weight distribution. Boasting a shiny and modern design, 
including most carefully designed ergonomics which offer enviable balance, usability and perfect 
mechanisation. 

Code  Axalta Code Version Applications 
10142201 D15340086 1.20 (DVR Aqua) Waterborne paints. Low viscosity. 
   Minimum Consumption.
10142215 D15339548 1.20 XL (DVR Aqua) Waterborne paints. Low viscosity.  
   High humidity. 
10142203 D15339534 1.30 (DVR Aqua) Special waterborne paints. 
10142208 D15339547 1.30 (DVR Aqua) Waterborne paints. High speed.
10142204 D15339535 1.30 (DVR Clear) HS clearcoats. Top quality and 
   high gloss finishes.
10142206 D15339545 1.30 XL (DVR Clear) Special HS clearcoats. High speed. 
10142202 D15339533 1.30 (DVR Titania) Multiproduct, clearcoats, single 
   stage. Basecoats.
10142207 D15339546 1.30 XL (DVR Titania) Clearcoats and single stage.

4600 XTREME DIGITAL VERSION
Code Axalta Code Version
10142222 D15339549 1.30 (DVR Titania)

“Control” is the word that best defines the SAGOLA Mini Xtreme. It ensures the perfect air-paint 
ratio for every situation. Work with the correct fan pattern sizes without running the risk of 
overloading and wrong paint particle sizes. It reduces mist, saves paint and perfectly defines the 
work zone. Weight without cup is 350g. The standard cup capacity is 125mL.

Code  Axalta Code  Version  Applications
10111803 D15333457 1.20 (Aqua) Waterborne paints, solvents.

The result of the fusion of the 3300 PRO and the 4100 GTO. The 3300 GTO has  
a new forged and anodized body and more ergonomic design together with the  
highest quality and efficiency nozzles, make a more attractive and versatile spray gun.

Code Axalta Code Version Applications
10141551 D15350232 1.30 (TECH) HS and MS Clearcoats.
10141552 D15350267 1.40 (TECH) HS/MS Clearcoats and single- 
   stage paints.
10141563 D15350268 1.60 (EPA) Refinish primers/express drying.
10141564 D15350285 1.80 (EPA) HS primers.
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Due to its small size (smaller than the Mini Xtreme), this compact gravity spray gun is ideal for 
feathering, small retouches, patches and/or repainting small parts. 

Code  Axalta Code  Version
20140802 D15365248 0.80 (05) Gravity
20140803 D15365247 1.00 (10) Gravity

Airflow Regulator RC1 with Manometer
Ideal for high transfer HVLP and EPA spray guns with Red-to-Green pressure scale (green within 
provisions of regulations).

Airflow Regulator RC2 
Pressure gauge flow regulator with a high quality gauge green scale for high transfer guns. 

Code  Axalta Code  Version
56418020 D15333436 RC1 Airflow Regulator with Manometer
40000335 D15333435 RC2 Air Flow Regulator

Super Flow Drying Gun  
Special high-end drying gun for waterborne products. With a greater volume of air output, 
favouring the rapid evaporation of water, resulting in reduced drying time. 

Code  Axalta Code  Version
10340401 D15333471 Super Flow Drying Gun

MP300 Face Mask
Constructed to the highest standards for the best protection. Its double charcoal filters are easily 
removed and replaced by simply unscrewing the filter from the body of the mask. The main body 
of the mask is made from high quality thermoplastic rubber, allowing for a perfect airtight fit that’s 
comfortable all day long. Designed to provide maximum protection against inhalation of organic 
vapours and gases with a boiling point over 65ºC.

Code  Axalta Code  Version
14810301 D15334819 MP300 Face Mask (2 Filters)
56418052 D15334888 Replacement Filters (10 Pck)

4240 Face Mask
Complete breathing equipment which includes, belt, pocket regulator and coalescent filter to 
remove low levels of moisture and oil. 10 metres of hose and safety plugs, 1.5 metres of hose 
spray gun outlet. Please note, protection will only be offered if the unit is fitted correctly.

Code  Axalta Code  Version
15830102  D15368013 4240 Nitto Face Mask – Includes 10 metre airline,  
  belt and filter

XTECH



Antistatic Airhose
Light, flexible an manageable, making it ideal for painting in the booth. Anti-static EPDM rubber 
hose with exterior textile reinforcement. High security crimped ends are able to bear the high 
temperatures of the booth. 

Code  Axalta Code  Version
56414025 D15333537 Antistatic Airhose 11m (8x15mm)

Lubricant Grease
Same grease used by SAGOLA in their factory over the last half century. Effectiveness backed 
up by 60 years of manufacturing and assembling of spray guns and painting equipment. It helps 
to prevent a premature wear of moving parts, offering at the same time a smooth and precise 
performance during the gun life.

Code  Axalta Code  Version
56418589

Cleaning Kit
Complete cleaning set, including one brush for the outside cleaning and rods of different sizes  
for all the inner parts of the spray gun. Supplied in a practical show case.

Code  Axalta Code  Version
To come

Magnetic Spraygun Holder
Magnetic stand for spray gun. Supports PPS type adaptors. Maximum robustness with high 
holding power due to two powerful magnets. 

Code  Axalta Code  Version
40000245 D15333448 SP1 Magnetic Spraygun Holder
40000246 D15333449 SP2 Magnetic Spraygun Holder

Demonstration Case
Carrying case with capacity for three spray guns and two Sagola gravity deposits. Rigid and 
resistant. Please note, the demonstration case does not include guns or accessories.

Code  Axalta Code  Version
10141750 D15333470 Demonstration Case

Accessories
We stock a complete range of accessories and replacement parts to suit both current and 
superseded models. This includes replacement aircaps, nozzle and needle kits and couplings.  
If you can’t find what you are looking for, please contact your distributor.
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